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steinberg do also have a third-party offering called halion sonic 2 which is, in effect, halion sonic
sonic. this is designed to be a much more stripped down version of halion sonic. it adds all of the
standard halion sonic and halion sonic se, but it lacks some of the more advanced functions and
capabilities that halion sonic has, such as the db9 bass and db9 pluck patches. this one is good
enough for most people. it is, essentially, halion sonic simplified. it's a bit limited, but not too

limiting. it is especially useful for creating your own midi-based patches, and for making some synth
patches, but it is more suited to this than to the full halion sonic. it works with both the original

halion sonic and halion sonic se. a word of warning, if you have either the original or the se version,
you have to be very careful when you select it, as the same name, halion sonic, is used for both

versions. steinberg also have a halion sonic expanded which is, essentially, a halion sonic sonic that
has a number of extra features. it adds a more extensive set of patches that goes a little further than

halion sonic sonic, and adds a wider set of articulations. it's a more useful instrument for making
synth patches, as it gives you more control over the parameters of a synth patch. although it is

possible to create a halion sonic sonic, you would normally find yourself using halion sonic expanded.
steinberg also have a halion sonic 2 keys expansion which is an expansion of the original halion
sonic 2. it gives you more keys, and also allows you to add more articulations, to give you more

control over the parameters of halion sonic.
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